Introduction
The end of the Second World War was supposed to represent the beginning of a period of peace and quiet for the peoples in Central and Eastern Europe. The violence and horrors of the war caused by the aspirations of the Nazi totalitarian regime stopped, but the ideology and the ascension of the Soviet Communist Party, which failed to withdraw from the "liberated" territories, led to the division of Europe and of the entire world into two poles of power. The pulling of the Iron Curtain began with the division of Germany and the West Berlin blockade, culminating in the formation of state blocs, allied on the basis of political-military treaties. The Western states, led by the USA, joined their forces in 1949 under NATO's security umbrella, while the USSR and its new "satellite states" signed the Warsaw Treaty in 1955. These changes on the political map of the world meant the transition from the TOTAL WAR to the COLD WAR, which did not materialize in a direct armed confrontation between the two politicalmilitary blocs, but in a permanent search for enemy's secrets. The main actors were not the armed military forces but the agencies specially developed to collect actual and timely information. In this paper we will analyze the specific COLD WAR operational environment in which intelligent assets acted and the factors that led to the change of the American tradecraft from collecting information using the human factor to information collection based mostly on technology.
Communism versus Democracy or Closed versus Open society
The Cold War was not just a war of espionage agents. It was a struggle between the communist ideology, widespread and imposed by the Soviets, and the democratic one promoted by the capitalist countries. The Communist system adopted, from the very beginning, the force, the coercion, the threat, the blackmail or the bribe (especially in territories outside its area of influence). Intimidation through violence was practiced not only on its own citizens but also on the diplomatic staff, in order to deter possible espionage actions. Intimidation was also applied to Western allies to keep them out of the communist bloc. This materialized in the partial demobilization of the army used against the Nazi regime and in keeping significant military forces on the territory of East Germany and near the Iron Curtain. In the period 1947-48, US analysts' estimates indicated a 10: 1 ratio of forces in favour of the Soviets: "105 rifle divisions (of which 40 were motorised), 35 mechanised divisions, 25 armoured, and 10 cavalry. They were presumed to have a disposition that would enable them to attack western interests at many points along the periphery of Soviet power" [1] . To these, we can add "56 divisions possessed by the Eastern European allies of the Soviet Union" [2] , which leads to an estimated number of divisions of over 230: Clandestine acquisition of photography, documents, and other material was a battle clearly won by Soviet secret services. The pro-communist ideology or feelings at the beginning of the Cold War made the Soviets quickly overcome the nuclear disadvantage due to Manhattan Project leakage [10] , and even impose their informational supremacy by infiltrating key supporters in allied government structures [11] . The heavy start and the lack of experience of the Americans, the infiltration of British secret services even during the Second World War or the "reorganization" stage the French secret services were in, were the main elements that allowed the Soviet secret services reject any attempt to penetrate the Eastern Bloc. The operations carried out by both sides aimed at identifying and exploiting the motivation to succeed in recruiting assets: money, ideology, revenge, romance, ego or even blackmail. In this respect, person-toperson queries and discussions or other methods of surveillance sought to achieve the exact profile of that person. In the Soviet Bloc, any defector who, for family or other reasons, was returning inside the Iron Curtain was forced by the security forces to declare that he had been subjected to ill-treatment or other inhumane acts which the West applies to all Communists. The cases were strongly publicized by the state in order to deter the actions of those who intended to flee to the West. As for the diplomatic corps, we also have different approaches to Human intelligence tradecraft. If the recruitment of diplomatic staff was attempted in the West by offering financial advantages, in the Communist bloc this was, from the start, intimidated by permanent surveillance. The closed society specific to the Eastern Bloc and the political body involving in the battle all the resources at its disposal, also led to the use of less moral methods. The use of seduction to obtain information represented a basic method of all agencies in the satellite communist states. These methods called "honey trap" were able to get information by recruiting American diplomats or even American security staff hit by Cupid's false arrows [12] . Even though most of these actions involved the use of women, code name "swallow", they proved equally effective if the men, the code name "raven", were used for homosexual exploitation urges or as a honey pot for women recruitment involving sexual seduction. The declassification of some CIA files shows that this intelligent tradecraft, a very costeffective way to access secrets, was heavily used by Markus Wolf, the mastermind behind the East-German service STASI. Moreover, any citizen who was talking with the embassy staff was monitored and subjected to interviews stating whether he had been recruited or whether he could be used as a double agent. To stop "volunteer" 'walk-in' recruitment, the secret services of the Soviet bloc used extensively the method of luring the opponent by using agents called "dangles" [14] . The intoxication with these false secret agents compromised the US intelligence gathering networks that originally fell into the KGB trap and gradually uncovered allied networks. This Humint tradecraft used by the Soviets made the allied services, especially the American ones, very reluctant to those who were offering their services, and was sometimes one step away from losing access to important human sources like Tolkachev. The highly superior Soviet tradecraft, which maintained its sources even during the WW2 and during the alliance with the Western countries, made the beginning of the COLD WAR be marked by the intelligence superiority of the Communist Humint. All attempts of the allied services to infiltrate human agents inside the secret networks of the communist satellite states were exposed by counterintelligence services due to information leakage from key persons such as Kim Philby who became head of the counter-espionage department of SIS (MI 6). Allied secret agencies fought blindfolded and against an unscrupulous adversary. The uncertainty about the capabilities and intentions of the WARSAW Pact, amplified by the Soviet nuclear tests of 1949, made NATO and, in particular, the US reconsider its military budget and invest in science and technology to obtain information by means other than the human ones. Interceptions of Soviet military communications also recorded submarine actions such as the Ivy Bells Operation, which managed to connect a 6 tons wiretap device to the cable on the Sea of Okhotsk. The technological development initiated to provide secret agents with miniature equipment to be hidden and used secretly (cameras, interception and message transmission systems, encryption and decryption equipment, etc.) was only the beginning. The realization of U2 high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft revealed to the Allies a series of anti-ballistic missile facilities, which became the priority of the SIGINT effort. ELINT aerial platforms were designed to intercept and listen to the enemy's signals outside the enemy borders, and the next step was to overcome space barriers and launch artificial satellites. The first move belonged to the Soviets, on 4 October 1957, with the launch of SPUTNIK 1, which mobilized the US government and agencies for the space conquest race. They managed to launch their first satellite containing an ATHOStype receiver in low Earth orbit on 22 Figure 1 [28]. 
5.

Conclusions
Even though the Soviets proved their superiority in the HUMINT field from the beginning, winning all the COLD WAR information battles in the early years, Western allies have counterattacked through information gathering based on advanced technology. But this lack of onthe-ground sources often made the West have access to surface information, more quantitative and non-qualitative. Most intelligence estimates overvalued the real capabilities in the economic and military field, as they failed to predict the collapse of the Soviet bloc. At the same time, the penetration of the highest level military and political structures made many information gathering efforts be revealed or those operations be used by the Soviets for ample misinformation actions. The Berlin tunnel, which involved enormous financial efforts, hundreds of translators and analysts, was uncovered by George Blake, a KGB penetration of the British Secret Intelligence Service.
The Venona project, which successfully succeeded in decrypting the communications of the Eastern bloc and identifying the extent of Soviet penetration into the allied structures, was revealed by William Weisband, an American cryptanalyst and NKVD agent. The missile crisis was not won by the IMINT or SIGINT supremacy of the nuclear facilities prepared on Cuba island but by the information provided by Oleg Penkovsky, and the device for intercepting Russian underwater communications, located on the bottom of Okhotsk Sea, was disclosed by Ronald Pelton, a veteran of the National Security Agency (NSA). Even though they used different approaches, both secret services of the two great powers achieved remarkable results in access to classified information. The final outcome of the confrontation was not decided by secret intelligence services, and we cannot say that the CIA won the fight against the Soviet KGB following the collapse of the Communist Bloc. What we can say is that democracy led to the Communist collapse, and many of the advances in science and technology are currently used in society, even if they were invented strictly to achieve military goals. What we can state is that the end of Cold War also had winners. These were the Central and Eastern European satellite countries, including Romania, who truly won their sovereignty and came out of the rule of a totalitarian, communist, violencebased system that proved to be one that not only lacks rights but it is also economically ineffective.
